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I. Introduction 

I am very honored to speak today at this memorial for Joe Weis. Joe was 
strongly interested in photon-photon collisions as a new test of short-distance 
hadron dynamics, and it was a great pleasure for me to be able to work with him 
on this project. Although much of this field was novel to him, Joe mastered it 
very quickly, and his physics insights and computations formed a main core of 
our work with Tom DaGrand and Jack Gunion.' * In this talk I will (review the 
physics of two-photon collisions in e~ storage rings with emphasis on the pre
dictions of perturbative quantum chromodynaroics for high transverse momentum 
reactions. Because of the remarkable scaling properties predicted by the theory, 
two-photon collisions may provide one of the cleanest tests of the QCD picture 
of short distance hadron dynamics. In order to contrast these predictions for 
photon-induced reactions with those for incident hadrana, I will also discuss 
predictions from QCD for hadron structure functions and form factors at large 
momentum transfer. '. 

The photon plays a unique role in strong interaction dynamics because of Its 
eleraentarity and its direct interactions with the hadronic constituents. Al
though it is well-known than highly virtual photons have asymptotically scale-
free interactions with the quark current in QCD, it 1 B perhaps not sufficiently 
emphasized that the interactions of re3l on-shell photons also become dominantly 
polntlike In large momentum transfer (short-distance) processes. The predictions 
by Bjorken and Paschos1 ' for deep inelastic Compton scattering, and dimensional 
counting predictions1 for exclusive and inclusive processes involving real 
photons are all based on the existence of direct Yqq perturbative couplings, anrf 
Imply the breakdown of the vector meson dominance description of the photon's 
hadronic interactions at short-distances and large momentum transfer. As a 
general rule, VMD can only be valid in qCD far low momentum transfer, nearly rn-

* Work supported by the Department of Energy under contract number EY-76-C-03-0515. 
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mass-shell processes where perturbation theory in a is invalid. Whenever a 
photon couples to far-off shell quarks (as in yq •* yq) the net real and virtual 
gluon radiative corrections arc of order a

s < P T ) - O(log" (p£/AZ)>, and the point
like Born amplitude are expected to dominate in the asymptotic limit. 

II. Photon-Photon Collisions 

The production of hadrons in tho collisions of two photons should provide an 
ideal laboratory for testing many features of the photon's hadronic interactions, 
including its short distance aspects. It is well known that photon-photon in
elastic collisions in e e~ storage rings become an increasingly important source 
of hadrons as the center-of-raass energy 
/s = 2E is raised.'1 ' The dominant part 
of the cross section for e e •* e e~ + 
hadrons arises from the annihilation of two 
nearly on-shell photons emitted at small 
angles to the beam (see Fig. 1). The 
resulting cross section increases logarith
mically with energy (m /s •+ 0, s >> DL,): 

Fig. 1. Two-photon annihilation 
into hadrons in c +e~ collisions. 

+ _ (s)/dmH - —^ log ' v<4> 

where DL, is the Invariant mass of the produced hadronic •-;/«*tem. In contrast, the 
+ -e e annihilation cross section decreases quadratically wit.. .- e.gy. "̂ t 
example, at the beam energy of E = 15 GeV, the standard vector dominance esti
mate for o (nu) gives 0 (e"V" - e^e" hadrons) - 15 nb for n^ > 1 GeV, compared to 
the annihilation cross section o , , ^ Re , . = (O.lnb)R. 

e+e~ •*• y •*• hadrons e +e~ •+ y -*• u*V~ 

The event rate can be large because of (1) the relatively large efficiency 
for an electron to emit a photon: (x = (k_ + k~)/(p-. + p O = m/E) 
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(2) the factor of log s/uu from the integration over the nearly flat rapidity 
distribution of the produced hadronic system, and (3) the fact that the cross 
section Is dominated y iow-masa hadronlc states. For untagged loptons, the 
cross section for ee •*• eeX in the equivalent photon spectrum takes the general 
forJ6! 

1 1 
do + _ (s,t,u) - / < ! * , / dx. 

e e~ -* e e~X A./ o 
x do ^ ( S - X J X J S , t = Xjt, G-x 2u) (3) 

where G . (x) is the equivalent photor energy spectrum and do is the 
differential cross section for the scattering of two oppositely directed un-
polarlzed photons (of energy x,t/s72, X_/S/2 In the e e~ C.D. system) Into a 
final state X. If the scattered lepton kinematics are measured, then the photon 
momenta are determined and the full range of hadronic yy phys.'.cs analogous to pp 
colliding ring physics becomes accessible. 

A large-scale experimental investigation of two-photon physics is now 
planned at PEP and PETRA. Among the areas iif interest are1 

Ca) the production of heavy leptons1 J (y-y -*• T T~, etc.) 
(b) The production of even charge conjugation states and hadronic resonances 

(YY-*nc, etc.). 
(c) The measurement of the total o (s) cross section, including heavy quark 

thresholds. 
(d) Measurements of the it - IT and K -K phase shifts via YY"*"KM and unitarity, 

as well as checks of dimensional-coupling scaling laws for the crossed 
Campton amplitude at large s and t. 

f 9? 
(e) Deep inelastic scattering on a photon target,1 J via electrons or positrons 

tagged at large momentum transfer ey + e X. 
In each case the spacelike mass of each photon can be individually tuned by 
tagging the scattered e . The photon linear polarization is determined by the 
lepton scattering p\ana. We also note that the e~ circular polarization of an 
incident lepton lb transferred to the emitted photon with 1001 efficiency as 
xy - 1. 



III. Large p„ Processes 

Perhaps the most Interesting application ^f two photon physics is the pro
duction of hadrons and hadronic jets at large p™. The elementary reaction 
YY "*• Ifl •* hadrons yields an asymptotically scale-invariant two-jet cross section 
at large p_ proportional to the -ourth power of the quark charge. The yy •*• qq 
subprocess"^1' implies the production of two non—:ollnear, roughly coplanar high 
p_ (SPEAK-llke) jets, with a cross section nearly £li.t *« rapidity. Such "short 
jeLe" will be readily distinguishable from e e -••qq events due to missing visible 
energy, even without tag&iug the forward leptons. It is most useful to determine 
the ratio, 

R = do(e e" •*• e e~qq •» e e~+ jets) ( ^ 

since experimental uncertainties due to tagging efficiency and the equivalent 
photon approximation tend to cancel. In QCD, with 3-coJors, one predict.-*1 

" 3 £ -J \»+o|-a^si|J (5) 
q ™ u,d,s,c,... 

IX fr-l^J) 
where p„ Is the total transverse aomentum of the jet (or rauon) and a (Q ) -» 

2 2 1/Cb log Q /A ) , 4nb •= 11-2/3 n f for n, flavors. Measurements ot the two-jet 
-1 cross section and it will directly test the scaling of the quark propagator p* 

Y Y fill 
at large momentum transfer, check the color factor l J and the quark fractional 
charge. The QCD radiative corrections are expected to depend on the jet produc
tion angle and acceptance. Such corrections are of order a (p ) since there are 
neither infrared singularities in the inclusive cross section, nor quark mass 
singularities ac large p T to give compensating logarithmic factor. The onset 
of charm and other quark thresholds can be studied once again from the perspec
tive of YY-induced processes. The cross section for th°. production of jets with 
total hadronic transverse momentum (p„ > p__, ) from the vy "*• qq suSprocess alone 

T Tminjj 1 2 i can be estimated from the convenient formula, ' 



K I Jet + X 
, let mln. _ , Cs.pJ >p T ) 5 1 ,,(s.PT 

32uo / a , 
- r - f 5 r l 0 | ! ; 

.fa?-?) 
'Tmlii 

* 0.5 nb GeV 
KTmin 

at ^ - 30 GeV 

R - 3 ^ e •» 34/27 above the charm threshold. For p__. -YY r" q KTmln 
this Is equivalent to 0.3 of unit of R; I.e., 0.3 times the 

We note that at Ja • 200 GeV, the cross section fron the 
e e"-*-e e~qq subprocess with p. . - 10 GeV Is 0.02 nb, I.e.: about 3 units of 
Kl At such energies e e colliding beam machines are more nearly laboratories 

J"] „-

where we have taket 

4 GeV, /s - 30 GeV 
e e -+u \i r a t e . 

for TY scattering then they are for e e annihilation! A useful graph L 

19/6 In In Fig. 2. The log s / p ^ -
Eq. (6) arises from Integration over 
the nearly flat rapidity distribution 
of the YY system. The final state in 
high p T YY-Mq" events In the YY rentnr 
of mass should be very similar in multi
plicity and other hadronic properties as 
e e -*• Y "*qq» although uu and cc events 
should be enhanced relative to dd and 

4 ss due to the e dependence. Monte 
q 2 

Carlo studies of SPEAR events at s =• 4p 
distributed uniformly in rapidity would 
be useful In order to learn how to 
identify and trigger YY-^qq events. 

Although the above prediction for 
A is on» of the most straightforward 
consequences of perturbatlve QCD, It 
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Fig. 2. The contribution to R 
from YY •* qq two jet processes at 
^s = 30 and 140 GeV (From Ref. 12). 



should he noted that from the perspective of photon physics of 10 years ago, the 
occurence of events with the structure yy •+ jet + jet at high p_ could only be 
regarded as revolutionary. From the VMD standpoint, a real photon acts essenti
ally as a sum of vector mesons; however, it is difficult to imagine an inelastic 
collision of two hadrons producing two large p_ Jets without hadronlc energy 
remaining in the beam direction! 

On the other hand, if the YY •* two jet events are not seen at close to the 
predicted magnitude with an approximately scale invariant cross section, then it 
would be hard to understand how the perturbative structure of QCD could be 
applicable to hadronic phyuics. In particular, unless the pointlike couplings 
of real photons to quarks are confirmed, then the analogous predictions for 
perturbative high p_ processes, involving gluons such as gg-^qq are probably 
meaningless. 

W . Multi-Jet Processes and the Photon Structure Function 

In addition to the two-jet processes, QCD also predicts 3- and 4-jet events 
from subprocesses such as Yq + gq (3 jet production where one photon interacts 
with the quark constituent of the other photon) as well as the conventional high 
p„ QCD subprocesses qq-*-qq and qq + gg 
(which lead to jets down the beam- direc
tion plus jets at large p )(see Fig. 3), 
The structure of these events are v&ry 
similar to that for hadron-hadron colli
sions. The cross section for Eda/d pj 
Crr •*• jet + X or ee •*• ee jet + X) can be 
computed in the standard wuy from the 

^ 

hard scat ter ing expansion (s 
. t o " 3 1 

Fig. 3. Contributions from QCD 
subprocesses to (a) 4 j e t and 
(b) 3 j e t f inal s t a t e s . 

1 1 

* C X ) " £ / d x a / d x b 

Cabled) S(s + t + u) O) 



where the hard scattering occurs in ab -*-cd and the fragmentation function 
G a; A(K f t) gives the probability of finding constituent a with light-cone fraction 
x a ™ ^ p a p a ' ^ p A + p A ^ * I n Several, G . has a scale-breaking dependence on 
log p™ which arises from the constituent transverse momentum integration when 
gluon bremsstrahlung or pair production Is Involved. [14] 

However, the.-e is an extraordinary difference between photon and hadron 
induced processes. In the case of proton-induced reactions, G , (x,Q ) la 
determined from experiment, especially deep inelastic lepton scattering. In thi 
case of the photon, the G , structure function required in Eq. (7) has a per-

q/7 
turbative component which can be predicted from first principles in QCD. This 
component, as first computed by Witten, •* has the asymptotic form at large 

2 probe momentum Q 

VY 1' (8) 

i.e.: aside from an overall logarithmic factor, the f*-q distribution Bjorken 
scales; f(x) is a known, calculable function. Unlike the proton structure 

2 
function which contracts to x « 0 at infinite probe momentum Q •*•«•, this com-

2 
ponent of the photon structure function increases as log Q independent of x. 
This striking fact is of course due to the direct Y-*qq perturbative component 
In the photon wavefunction. (The apparent violation of momentum conservation 

2 when a (Q ) < a should be cured when higher 
s 

order terms in a are taken into account.) 
In addition to the perturbative component, 
one also expects a nominal hddronic com
ponent due to intermediate vector meson 
states. 

The calculation of the photon struc
ture function is straightforward If we 
keep only leading logarithms in each order 
of perturbation theory. The leading con
tribution can be written as a simple 
convolution: (see Fig. i)L J 

Fig. 4. Representation of the 
QCD photon structure function in 
deep inelastic scattering on a 
photon target. Real and virtual 
gluon corrections to all orders 
are included in the analytic 
results. 



W-«2> -IH/^/fPWK^.qW) („ 
where G . (x/z,Q , k ) is the standard non-singlet distribution due to gluon 
bremastrahlung for quarks in a target quark of mass k 2 being probed at four-

2 
momentum squared Q . The factor of 3 includes the sum over quark colors. In 
addition one can include smaller sea quark contributions form g-*-qq processes. 

2 2 The region k < p can be identified with the VDM contribution to G 
Taking moments, we have [i] q/Y * 

w^2> -%*lff » i > < w ^ 2 

G(j) S J dx J'1 G(x) 
0 

1 

f ( j ) - J dz z3'1 [ z 2 + ( l - z ) 2 J 

(10) 

\-lh+lh (12) 

q V 
<•„«!> 

(13) 

The d. are the standard valence ancuialoua dimensions, as defined in Ref. [14]. 
Performing the k" integral in (10) yields 

q/Tv' 2, °q , i2) L 2 " b - d J 
(14) 

This exhibits tne remarkable scaling features of the photon structure function 
discussed above. 



It Is easy to Invert the moment 
[16] equation via the method of Yndurian. 

A graph of x G . OO calculated in 
valence approximation in QCD and in the 
parton Model Is given In Pig. 5. Good 
agreement is obtained with the (valence 
plus singlet) results of Llewellyn 
Smith'- •* over nearly the entire range 
of x. 

The x near 1 behavior of G . (x) 
can be obtained more directly from a 
direct integration of (10), using the 
x-+l form for the quark structure 

(Ml functionL J 

G q / q ( x , q 2 , k 2 ) -

exp[(3-4YE)5C?-(l-x) * /TWCfl (1! 

where Y E < 0.577. 

1.5 
»<W»> 

(o) J 

1.0 / ~ 

0.5 

y^C i . i . i 

Ibl 

I i 

Fig. 5. The valence photon structure 
function Gn/y(x) as calculated in (a) 
Born approximation, (b) to all orders 
in QCD, and (c) the x+1 limit (Eq. 
(17)). An overall factor proportion
al to log Q^/A2 is factored out (from 
Ref. [l]). 

is Euler's constant, C 2 - (N -1)/2N-4/3, and 

One then obtains 

1 
4irb 

[14] X> 
(16) 

q/Y 2TT e Q (17) 

This result is numerically accurate only for x 2 0,97 but is off by no more 
than a factor of 2 for x > 0.1 (see Fig. 5). 

», this expression for 

perfect power-law scaliog for the Y * P transition form factor F (Q ) « Q~ . 
Compared to meson distributions which fall as a power at x -*1, the photon 

structure function is nearly flat in x, again due to the underlying Y<W point
like vertex. In principle tne photon structure can be determined experimentally 
from the two photon eY-*e*X process, i.e.; deep inelastic scattering from a 

- 9 -



photon target, [»] 
Returning to the high p T jet cross sections, we note the following striking 

fact: In each contribution to the four-jet cross section the two factors of 
a (p.) from the subprocess cross section, e.g., 

'(Kw) Si ( qq ^ q q ) - W » / ( l f l ) 

(see Fig. 3s) actually caned (in the asymptotic limit) the two inverse powers 
of « 8(P T> from the two G

q / y ( x » P T ) structure function*.- ^ Similarly the single 
power of <* 8(P T) In do/dt (yq-*gq) cancels the single inverse power of a (pj?) 
structure function in the 3-jet cross section. (See Fig. 3(b).) Thus miraculously 
all of these jet trigger cross sections obey exact Bjortcen scaling 

E -y- <YT + Jet + X) —-> -^ f (x_ , 0 ) (19) 
d * P ^ « PT 

when the leading QCD perturbative corrections to all orders are taken into 
account.'- -* Furthermore, the asymptotic cross sections are even independent 
of a (p_)i The asymptotic prediction thus has essentially zero parameters. 

Quite detailed numerical predictions can be made for the ee •+• ee Jet + X 
cross sections by computing G . (from the convolution of the equivalent photon 
approximation G . and the photon structure function G > ), and then summing in 
Eq. (7) over all 2-2 hard scattering QCD processes, including all quark colors 
and flavors. In our calculationsL*^ we have found it useful to display approxi
mate analytic forms which have the correct power-law dependence at large p_ and 
at the edge of phase space (x_ =• 2pT//s •+• 1). The analytic jorms usually agree 
with the numerically integrated results to within 20Z. For the analytic calcu
lations, ve have used the simplified form 

'(^"Rv 1 - 1 0 <20) 

2 electron is not tagged. The Factor F_ which is - log s/4m if we use the Born 
approximation for T"^qq» becomes of order l/a (Q ) when the QCD radiative cor
rections are taken into account. We have fdund empirically that the value 

- 10 -



G 
q. 
electron tend to have the same helicity. 

For the A-jet cr^ss section, the sum over all types of jet triggers near 
90° gives 

| 2 r . , " I 2 

, JL. (eV * eV J e t + K) i ( & log n) [ t Fq °s<PT>] 
d P j 

4 
P I 

)3 
- 0.8 « 10 2 nb GeV 2 ^— [/I - 30 Gev] . (21) 

P T 

The sum f is over contributing quark flavors. The subprocesses include qq + qq, 
qq->qq, and qq»gg. 

For the 3-jet events, the subprocesses Yq-*gq and irq -*• gq yield the cross 
section 

\2 , 

d P . T 

E A" ( e V * a V J" + x ) i " ( ^ l o g n ) l> FQ "SCP^ 

V 2 T 5 — [ / I « 30 GeVj . (22) 

The corresponding result for the two jet cross section from yy -*• qq is 

F.-5 2- ( e V * e V Jet + X) ^ 3 « 10~ 2 nb GeV2 ^- , (23) 
d P j. P T 

i.e.: in general, o(2 jat) > o(3 jet) > o(4 jet). It is clear that there is no 
double counting of cross sections here since each type of jet cross section has 
a distinctive topological structure and different pattern of q, q and g jets. 



A graph oi these cross sections is shown 
in Fig. 6. 

To remind ourselves how critical 
the pointlike photon couplings are to 
these results, let us estimate the con
tribution to high p T jet production when 
both photons are meson dominated. We 
have tf?M* ~ 2) 

•• Je t+X) •wr da(pp+Jet+X) 

do(pp-> Jet+X) (24) 

since we expect G q/p q/p' 
300 > 

.,,6 
cake Edo (pp •+ Jec + X)/d 3p 
Edo/d3p (pp»nX) - 1.1 nb GoV° ( 1 - X R ) * 
p T » then the convolution over photon 
momentum distributions yields the rough 
estimate <e„. - 90°, ̂ i = 30 GeV) 

(e e -̂  e e Jet + X) i 

.7 "**'' 

Fig. 6. QCD (and VMD) contributions 
to the e +e~ •*• e +e" Jet + X. The 4-
jet cross section includes the con
tributions from qq •*• qc, flq.'*' qq» 
and qq •*• gg. (From Ref. [ lj) . 

which is negligible compared to the pointlike contributions for p T > 2 GeV (see 
Fig. 6). We have also checked explicitly that the QCD (qq -> qq hard scattering) 
contributions from processes such as yo -*• qq qq or pp -*• qq qq , where one or both 
photons are meson dominated, are also small. 

The overall scaling properties of QCD cross sections due to specific sub-
processes can be easily determined from counting rules: *• 

E - ~ (A+B + C+X) -
<Tp 

• ( 1 - X R ) 



where i , Yt gi etc.) participating ! n , is the number of elementary fields (q, e, active r_T . _ d 

in the hard scattering subprocess,'- J n _ is the number of bound spectators, 
spect 

i.e.:.the nuirber of constituent fields which do not Interact (and thus "waste" 
the incident energy), *• J and n f are the number of unbound spectator ferraions 
(q,e) from pair production or bremaBtrahlung scattering processes, as In the 
equivalent photon approximation. In Eqs. (21-23) the number of active fields 
in each case is 4; n • 0, and n_ - 4,3, and 2 respectively. The counting 
rulefi have small corrections due to logarithmic scale-breaking effects and the 
1°8 T ~ behavior of G„ y„. (See Section VI.) 

V. High p T Meson Production In YY and pp Collisions 

We have also considered In some detail background contributions to the 
Yq •* Jot + X cross section from (higher "twist") subprocesses that involve more 
than the minimum number of active fields 
i- +Vit\ herd scattering suhprocess.L J y 
The moot significant oaciiftiuutti comes 
from subprocesses of the form (sec Fig. 7; 

yq Mq -^7* 

(o) where a photon 'on one beam photoproduces 
a mason at large p~ on a quark constituent 
of the other beam. The meson trigger, the 
recoil quark jet, and the spectator q jet 
together provides a background to the YY *• 3 jet events. The normalization of 
the Yq**Hq amplitut? ̂  can be inferred In a straightforward way from vp-*"" n 
photoproduction at large momentum tr isfer: (sec Fig. 7(b)) 

7. Contribution of the 
Mq subprocesses to (a) 
*-e+e"n+X and (b) YP"^f+n. 

<TP- n) ,,2,..., A3 , f p(t) 77 (irq dt 
J 2 1] K 

• irq) 

•7.3 + 0.4 

(27) 

The 90 ex:luslve cross sectionL J falls as s • - • ^ n agreement with the 
-7 T3l 
s behavior predicted by Eq. (27), and dimensional counting,*• •* so this pro-

do The net result is (n „. - 5) E -=- (e+e~-t-e e Jet+X) active d 3 p 
cedure seems justified 

" 1.1 nb GeV (l-x_) /p„ where the sum over all pseudo-scalar and vector meson 
qq bound rtates in the .35+̂ 1, representation of SU(3) constitutes the "jet" 
trigger. As shown in Fig. 6, this contribution falls faster in p T but at /a *» 

- 13 -



30 GeV dominates the yq + gq 3 jet cross section until p i e c - 6 GeV, and (though ! 
distinguishable by topology) it even dominates the YY-*qq contribution until 
pJ f i t > k GeV. 

It Is possible that the normalization of the Yq •+• Hq subprocess has been 
overestimated; nevertheless this amplitude must occur at some level, producing 
a characteristic p" f(x_ , 6 ) cross section. The most important check of its 
contribution will cone from single particle production at large p™. such as + - + _ + T 

a a -*• e e n X. In the case of hard scattering processes such as YY •+ qq, 
Y4 "* 8q. and qq ** qq, the final state fragmentation G . - (1-x) leads to a 

-2 + '1 
strong suppression (-10 ) in the IT /Jet ratio* since the quark jet oust be 
produced at higher momentum than the trigger particle (the "trigger bias" 

L22l -
effect). J For example, the leading YY •* qq eubprocess gives 

E -—- (e +e" •* e +e _Tr +X) - 6 x 10" 4 nb GeV 2 ~— . (28) 
d Jp P T 

On the other hand, the yq + n q subprocess produces a pion at high p_, without 
suppression from fragmentation: 

E -^- Ce +e" -*• e+e~ir+ JO - 3 * 1 0 - 2 nb GeV 2 |X- . (29) .3 prompt b dp r P T 

(Inclusion of non-"prompt" tr's from resonance decay approximately doubles the 
production rate.) This contribution is thus predicted to dominate single plon 
production in the YY process until very high p_. With the above normalization, 
ond in the absence of electron or positron tagging, the two-photon reaction 
provides a significant background to the 90 inclusive n spectrum from 
e + e ~ •*• y* •*• * + + X *<* 1^ S 0.15 at /a - 30 GeV. (See Fig. 8.) 

It will be extremely interesting to verify the normalization and especially 
the power law of the YY •* * + x cross section. The p„ power is derived directly 
from the lowest order dlagrem Cor yq + (qq)q where the qq system is at fixed 
mass; higher order QCD corrections can'only modify the result by an overall 
logarithmic factor. The fact that the single hadron trigger is so strongly 
dominated by "prompt" subprocesses where the high p_ trigger is produced 
directly in the hard scattering subprocess rather than by quark or gluon frag
mentation also Is an important feature in hadron-hadron collisions. In this 



* Inclusive Cross Section 

yr=30GeV 

ctse, as described U\ the constituent 
intend ange model (CIH) , *• ^ dominant 
subprot sss contributing to the pp •* TT X 
and pp -- px cross sections for p_ < 8 GeV 
are erpe ted to be tha prompt hard-
scattering reactions such as qM-*qM 
and qB + qE, respectively. These sub-
processes immediately explain w'iy the 
observed power law for Eda/d p at 
fixed x_ and 6 are close to p~ 

* c m _12 (meson production) and p_ (proton 
production) f • r data below p_-8 GeV. 
The CIM appro ach also can account for 
the observed angular distributions, 
same side momentum correlations, and 
charge correlations (flavor transfer) 

[23] between opposite sides. J 

Above p >8 to 10 GeV, the 
standard or(p^)p~^ contributions to 
pp->-irJC from quark or gluon QCD Iiprd 
scattering processes are expected to 
dominate the faster falling prompt 
processes. The essential distinction between these competing mechanisms is 
simply whether the trigger hadron is formed before or after the hard scattering 
occurs. Both nechanisnts of course occur in QCD. 

Recently there have been attempts to modify the QCD quark arvi gluon 
scattering predictions by attributing strong scale violating effects to parton 

f24 T 
transverse momentum integrations.1- J However, these effects turn cut to be 

(Ge'vfc) 

Fig. 8. Jading contributions to 
inclusive pion contributions frow 
e +e~ annihilation and e +e~ -*-e'̂ e-ir+X 
(."rom Raf. [l]). 

unimportant above p„ > 4 GeV when covarl^nt off-shell kinematics are included; 
~ -12 

futher this approach fails to explain (a) the p_ scaling behavior for pp-*-pX, 
T2n1 

(b) the small increase of same fide momentum observed as p_ increases,1- •* and 
(c) the strong charge correlations between K and p triggers and away side 

N 

charged particles A •* The combined CIM+QCD approach, however, does not have 
["23I 
L J The large jet cioss sections observed in pN any of these difficulties. 

collodion cannot be accounted for by tht prompt processes alone and thus give 



some support for the existence of quark and gluon hard scattering subproceaaes [27] 

VI. Photop and Hadron Structure Functions at Large x and Generalized Counting 
Rules 

It is interesting to contrast the anti-scallng form for the photon struc
ture function G , (x,Q ) - (a/a (Q2))f(x) with the large x behavior of hadronlc 
structure functions vhich can be deduced from perturbatlve QCD. In the following 
I would like tj give a preliminary report of some results recently obtained 
in collaboration with G. Peter -epage.'- J For the discussion of violation of 
scale iiivarlance, one can represent the proton structure function as a convolu
tion (see Fig. 9) 

(x , Q ) q*/p 
1 

9 x 
where G , is the structure function for con
stituent quarks in the nucleon derived from the 
bound state equation. By definition, all real 
and virtual gluon bremsstratilung corrections 

2 2 are included in G , , (x,Q ,u ) the probability 
(at probe mass Q) tof finding a bare quark q* 
in a dressed quark q of mass \i. The moments 
of G , , are given by the standard QCD 

q / q rwi 
formulae, as in Eq. (13). For x -*• 1,- J 

Fig. 9. Representation 
of the proton structure 
function and QCD radia
tive corrections in deep 
inelastic lepton-proton 
scattering. 

Gq/a(x,Q2,u2) ~ U - x ) 5 " 1 F(0 (3D 

:..A.£/£'.«2: 
u2 

P(5J - e r(5) 



Eq. (30) can be justified if one retains the leading logarithm in each order of 
perturbation tt -.ry. The value of p , the off-shell constituent quark mass 
squared, la Che mean value obtained after integration over the transverse 

2 2 2 
momentum In the wavefunction. At asymptoricS} , $ - log log Q Ik , and the 
structure function contracts toward small x. 

In order to compute G°, 0 0 , we will assume that at low momentum transfer 
the proton can be represented aa a bound state of three quarks which approximately 
share the nucleon's 4-momentum. The high momentum transfer of the structure 
function is then controlled by the Bethe-Salpeter kexnel; asymptotically one 
~:Vnds that the minimal gluon exchange amplitude dominates, and thus'- -* 

(34) 

ives the scale of the off-shell quark and 
(30) then yields 

-4/ i \ *+i«?*vb , 

where v%~ 0 ( - J r / ( l - x ) ) gives the scale of the off-shel l quark and gluon propaga
to rs . The convoiution (30) then yields 

x + 1 

that the struck quark is forced far off-shell for x -*• 1. We thu* distinguish two 
limits: 
(1) Fixed x, Q 2-*» (Bjorken limit). In this case, I - 1 (log log Cf2) and the 

structure function contracts tu x-t-0. 

(2) Fixed lAt1 - ^ ~ v * ^ , Q 2 •*- » (exclusive, Bloora-Gilcon limit), in this 

m2.A 
\ I » 8 q / 

(l-.oWf-jrj) (36) 
and hence 

i.e.: the QCD radiative corrections to tin; hadrrm structure function 
vanish 1 Physically, this is because for x-*-l, the struck quarlc has an 
off-shell mass of the same order as the probe momentum 

- 17 



Thus, contrary to usual expectations, the fixed Q Z, x + 1 behavior of 
hadronic structure functions is controlled by the hadronic vavefunction, and la 
not modified by QCD radiative correction*. Further, because of tl:elr sensitivity 
to the x- 1 region, the large-n monents of G v. H(x,Q ) at f * :ed Q become scale 
invariant as n-*-<». The general result for the structure function of a hadron 
with n- constituent fields is 

? 2a -1 -2n / , \ , 
G q / H(x,Q Z) - <l-x) 8 lop 8 | r—J (fixed OtZ limit) (37) 

(n g - number of bound spectators - n „ - 1). This has a smooth exclusive-inclusive 
(Drell-Yai) connection with the corresponding asymptotic (spin-averaged) form 
factor 

- [•.<«"] - B -
1 

(38) 

These resume give the asynptoclc QCD modifications to dimensional counting 
ruleeJ 3'"] 

The spectator counting rule (37) for hadronic structure functions allows 
ua to write down modified counting rules for large p_, cross sections which take 
into account scaling violations in the active eubprocess ab ->- cd matrix element 
and the £ dependence of the structure functions. The leading analytic depend
ence for large p„ and x_ •*• 1 at 6 - ir/2 for hadronic reactions A+B -*• C+X 
J a[28.29] P l ^ 

( , 2»\ n act lve~ 

2n -1 -2n / . \ c 

j "a.b.c 
(39) 

where n is the totel number of spectator fields in A-»-a, B-»-b, and c-*C, and s 
r 

0 If j - hadron, 
2 2 E(y T. u„ ) if 3 -quark 

9/4 i(vl, vl ) If j - 6luon (40j 
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Againf we emphasize that the % corrections become negligible In the x_ •+ 1 fixed 
p- limit. The normalization constant in derived in Ref. [12] and [lj. 

VII. Conclusions 

In summary, it becomes evident that two photon collisions can provide a 
clean and elegant testing ground for perturbntive quantum "hroaiudynamics. The 
occurrence of yy reactions at an experimentally observable level implies that 
the entire range of hadronic physics which can K-. studied, for example, at the 
CERN-1SR can al60 be studied in parallel in e~e »iachines. Although low p_ YY 
reactions should strongly resemble meson-meson collisions, the elementary field 
nature of the photon Implies dramatic differences at largu p_„ WVj have especially 
noted the s^arp contrasts between hadron-and photon-included reactions due to 
the photon's pointlike coupling to the quark current and the ability of a photon 
to give nearly all of its momentum to a quark. The large momentum transfer 
region can be a crucial testing ground for QCD since not only are a number of new 
sul rocesses accessible (YY •* qq, Yq •* gq, Yq •* Mq, deep Inelastic scattering 
on a photon target) with essentially with no free parameters, but most important, 
one can make predictions for a major component of the photon structure function 
directly from QCD. We also note that there arc open questions in hadron-hadron 
collisions, e.g., whether non-perturbative effects (instantons, wee parton 

nol 
interactions) are important for large p_ reactions.1- J Such effe^^s are pre
sumably absent for the perturbative, pointlike interactions of the photon. We 
also note that the interplay between veccor-meson-dominance and potntlike 
contributions to the hadronic interactions of photon is ncc completely under
stood in QCD, f.nd yy pr^rtsses may illuminate these questions. 
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